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Accelerator operation: Startup 
Rack 1 

1. Make sure  

• the points of the ion source list are done (see ion source instructions). 

• the HIGH ENERGY vacuum ion gauge is on.  It should indicate a pressure 
in the 10-8 Torr range. 

• Faraday Cup #1 is inserted (FC control in rack 2 location) 

2. Check the corona probe position; make sure the probe is not inserted too far for 
operation (it should be close to zero, i.e. out) 

3. Turn on the voltage stabilizer and the charging controller. 

4. Put 2 kV on the chain and start the chain. 

5. Set the terminal voltage dial to desired value (Note: dial setting is typically 10 kV 
lower than actual voltage). 

6. Increase the charging voltage to about 10 kV  

7. Turn the bias current knob to 25 μA.   

8. Insert corona probe (use the log values of previous use): for example, typical 
values 0.7 MV (50-60); 1 MV (40-50); 1.5 MV (20-30). Note: corona points need 
to be inserted in more for lower terminal voltage. The corona probe is needed 
to stabilize the high voltage of the Pelletron. 

9. Increase charging power supply until grid voltage in the range of 5-15 V. (hint: 
use setting of previous work, for example 30 kV).  

10. Turn the control gain to intermediate values (4-5). Fine adjust corona and charge 
voltage so that grid voltage is in the range of 6-10. 

11. For small changes in terminal voltage, adjust terminal voltage setting at dial. For 
large changes (>50 kV) repeat the above procedure from scratch, i.e. the off 
position.   

12. Open the stripper gas valve (from about 3.5 turns to about 5 turns) until the high 
energy vacuum reaches 5 x 10-6 Torr. 

 

Check Rb oven temperature at this point, if oven temperature reaches >200°C 
(chamber temp.>45oC) continue ion source operation settings and then continue with 
Rack 2 settings.  
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Rack 2:  Setting Beam Acceleration 

1. Switch on all components in rack 2 (except bending magnet if you plan to use 
FC#2).  The Keithley Picoamp-meter should be set to the 1 μA scale, not lower, to 
avoid overloading this current meter.  The expected ion current from FC#1 is 
between 0.5 and 1 μA.   

2. Before changing the Faraday Cup from #1 to #2 or #3, double-check that the 
stripper gas is on: the HIGH VACUUM gauge should show about 5 x 10-6 Torr 
(otherwise, no stripping will occur and negative ions accumulate in the Pelletron). 

3. Remove the LE Faraday cup #1 (by selecting #2, the HE beam stop; Note: bending 
magnet is not on when using #2, but bending magnet needs to be on when using 
#3). Slight adjustments of the einzel lens, velocity selector, and Y-steerer will be 
necessary.  When system is stable and the same settings are used as before, one 
could skip the use of FC#2.  One might use FC#3 right away, with the quadrupole 
and bending magnets on.  

4. Once you have beam on the beam stop (FC#2) turn on the quadrupole and 
switching magnet power supplies, increase the bending magnet current until the 
desired charge state is seen on the beam position monitor (BPM) and in the end-
station (target). 

5. For end station measurements, make sure the end station is under high vacuum, 
the valve between accelerator and end station is open (allowing the ion beam to 
enter the end station), the collimator voltage and detector voltages are on 
(power supplies are at the end station). 

6. Adjust einzel lens, velocity selector, and Y-steerer and quadrupole, and bending 
magnet to maximize/optimize ion beam current. For most RBS measurements 
with He++, a beam current between 50 and 60 nA is recommended.   

 

Rack 3:  Measurements 

1. Switch on the Counter (top of rack 3) and check the desired setting of Coulomb 
charge accumulation.  Check that the power toggle switch of the “Count rate 
meter” in rack 1 is on (otherwise the charge accumulation is not correct). 

2. Note that the computer with the 2 data acquisition cards has Windows XP, hence 
no internet access anymore. Use USB port to copy your data.  Please create your 
own directory and do not clutter the computer with files.   
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Accelerator operation:  Shutdown 
 

Electronic Rack 2 (source and beam steering) 

1. Switch Keithley Picoamp-meter to the 1 μA scale 

2. Insert the LE Faraday (#1) cup. 

3. Bring to zero: bias; velocity selector, y-steerer and Einzel lens. 

4. Turn OFF all units of this rack, i.e., steering magnet, quadruple 
magnet, beam profiler power, display, etc. 

Electronic Rack 1 (accelerator)  

5. Close the stripper gas valve (from about “5 turns” to about “3.5 
turns”) 

6. Turn the inductor charging voltage down to 2 kV  

7. Retract corona probe to position 2  

8. Turn bias current to zero 

9. Turn control gain to zero 

10. Wait until terminal voltage drops to <0.2 MV, then turn OFF chain 

11. Turn voltage stabilizer OFF 

12. Turn charging unit OFF. 

 

Proceed with ion source shutdown.  


